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01. Which of the following is the “Country of focus
India (IFFI)? Eight movies from this country will be screened at IFFI.
02. The 11th BRICS Summit will be held in Brazilian capital Brasilia. The currency of Brazil
03. The National Education Day (11 Nov) i
Anniversary of Maulana Abul Kalam Azad. In Independent India, he was the first
04. TN Seshan passed away recently in Chennai. Known as a great reformer, he was the former
 chief election commissioner 
05. Arvind Sawant resigned recently as the Minister of
06. Jana Small Finance Bank, a scheduled commercial bank, raised Rs 225 cr in equity recently. The bank
founded in 2007 is headquartered in  Bengaluru

07. According to Reserve Bank of India (RBI)
$25 billion. Here, the term ECB means 
08. The assembly elections are going to be held in Jharkhand. The Vidhan
many Members of Legislative Assembly
09. The Bolivian President Evo Morales recently announced new presidential elections after a report from
the Organization of American States (OAS) found serious irregularities in last polls. The capital of Bolivia
is Sucre 

10. Which of the following countries won the Fed Cup 2019 women
11. Public sector Indian Bank has signed a memorandum of understanding with Muthoot Microfinance to
serve micro, small and medium enterprises. Indian bank is headquartered in
12. Who among the following was conferred the ABLF Global Asian Award, for 
whose business footprint and commitment to excellence have engaged international interest and attention"
recently? Kumar Mangalam Birla 
13. The Indian Coast Guard conducted the Regional level Search and Rescue Workshop and Exercise 
2019 (ReSAREX - 2019) recently in Goa

14. The Export-Import (Exim) Bank has provided a $30 million line of credit to Ghana for potable water
project in the country. Accra 

15. Nabaneeta Dev Sen passed away recently. He was a noted
16. The World Science Day for Peace and Development is an international day observed every year on
which date? 10 November 
17. The ministerial meeting of the Indian Ocean Rim Association (IORA) was held recently in which city?
Abu Dhabi 

18. Who among the following was conferred the 
Science” recently? Sunita Sarawagi 

19. The inaugural ministerial session of Abu Dhabi International Petroleum Exhibi
(ADIPEC) was attended by India’s Minister of Petroleum and Natural Gas and Steel
 Dharmendra Pradhan 

20. Union Minister of State for Human Resources Develop
Darpan Portal” recently for Navodaya Vidyalaya Samiti

21. The RBI has increased the household income limits for borrowers of Non
Companies (NBFCs) and microfinance institutions (MFIs) from Rs 1 lakh to
22. According to the report “Indian Tech Startup Ecosystem 
Nasscom, what is India’s position in the world in terms of number of starups
23. Uttarakhand celebrated its Foundation Day on 9 Nov. The present Chief Minister of the state is
 Trivendra Singh Rawat 

24. The landmark verdict to build Ram Temple in Ayodhya was delivered by a five
Court bench recently. Who among the following was NOT a part of the bench?
25. Which country will host the 2023 Men's Hockey World Cup from 13
26. Prime Minister Pravind Jugnauth has claimed victory in the recent elections held in which of the
following countries? Mauritius 
27. According to the ‘Freedom on the Net 2019
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Country of focus” at the 50th edition of International Film Festival of
India (IFFI)? Eight movies from this country will be screened at IFFI.  Russia 

. The 11th BRICS Summit will be held in Brazilian capital Brasilia. The currency of Brazil

. The National Education Day (11 Nov) is observed every year in India to commemorate the Birth
Anniversary of Maulana Abul Kalam Azad. In Independent India, he was the first 

ed away recently in Chennai. Known as a great reformer, he was the former

ently as the Minister of  Heavy Industries and Public Enterprises

. Jana Small Finance Bank, a scheduled commercial bank, raised Rs 225 cr in equity recently. The bank
Bengaluru 

. According to Reserve Bank of India (RBI) data, India Inc’s ECBs surge 53% in first half of fiscal year to 
ns  External Commercial Borrowing 

are going to be held in Jharkhand. The Vidhan Sabha of the state comprises how 
many Members of Legislative Assembly(MLAs)? 81 

. The Bolivian President Evo Morales recently announced new presidential elections after a report from
the Organization of American States (OAS) found serious irregularities in last polls. The capital of Bolivia

Which of the following countries won the Fed Cup 2019 women’s team tennis tournament?
. Public sector Indian Bank has signed a memorandum of understanding with Muthoot Microfinance to

micro, small and medium enterprises. Indian bank is headquartered in Chennai

Who among the following was conferred the ABLF Global Asian Award, for “
itment to excellence have engaged international interest and attention"

. The Indian Coast Guard conducted the Regional level Search and Rescue Workshop and Exercise 
Goa 

Import (Exim) Bank has provided a $30 million line of credit to Ghana for potable water

ta Dev Sen passed away recently. He was a noted writer 
. The World Science Day for Peace and Development is an international day observed every year on

. The ministerial meeting of the Indian Ocean Rim Association (IORA) was held recently in which city?

was conferred the “Infosys Prize 2019 for Engineering and Computer
 

. The inaugural ministerial session of Abu Dhabi International Petroleum Exhibi
s Minister of Petroleum and Natural Gas and Steel

Union Minister of State for Human Resources Development Sanjay Dhotre launched the 
Navodaya Vidyalaya Samiti 

. The RBI has increased the household income limits for borrowers of Non-Banking Financial
Companies (NBFCs) and microfinance institutions (MFIs) from Rs 1 lakh to Rs 1.25 lakh

Indian Tech Startup Ecosystem - Leading Tech in the 20s
s position in the world in terms of number of starups? Third

. Uttarakhand celebrated its Foundation Day on 9 Nov. The present Chief Minister of the state is

d Ram Temple in Ayodhya was delivered by a five
Court bench recently. Who among the following was NOT a part of the bench? None of these

. Which country will host the 2023 Men's Hockey World Cup from 13-29 Jan in 2020?

. Prime Minister Pravind Jugnauth has claimed victory in the recent elections held in which of the

Freedom on the Net 2019’ report by Freedom House, which country is the world
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at the 50th edition of International Film Festival of 

. The 11th BRICS Summit will be held in Brazilian capital Brasilia. The currency of Brazil Real 
s observed every year in India to commemorate the Birth 

 Education Minister 
ed away recently in Chennai. Known as a great reformer, he was the former 

Heavy Industries and Public Enterprises 
. Jana Small Finance Bank, a scheduled commercial bank, raised Rs 225 cr in equity recently. The bank 

in first half of fiscal year to 

Sabha of the state comprises how 

. The Bolivian President Evo Morales recently announced new presidential elections after a report from 
the Organization of American States (OAS) found serious irregularities in last polls. The capital of Bolivia 

s team tennis tournament? France 
. Public sector Indian Bank has signed a memorandum of understanding with Muthoot Microfinance to 

Chennai 
“powerful individual 

itment to excellence have engaged international interest and attention" 

. The Indian Coast Guard conducted the Regional level Search and Rescue Workshop and Exercise - 

Import (Exim) Bank has provided a $30 million line of credit to Ghana for potable water 

. The World Science Day for Peace and Development is an international day observed every year on 

. The ministerial meeting of the Indian Ocean Rim Association (IORA) was held recently in which city? 

Infosys Prize 2019 for Engineering and Computer 

. The inaugural ministerial session of Abu Dhabi International Petroleum Exhibition & Conference 
s Minister of Petroleum and Natural Gas and Steel 

ment Sanjay Dhotre launched the “Shala 

Banking Financial 
Rs 1.25 lakh 

Leading Tech in the 20s” released by 
hird 

. Uttarakhand celebrated its Foundation Day on 9 Nov. The present Chief Minister of the state is 

d Ram Temple in Ayodhya was delivered by a five-member Supreme 
None of these 

29 Jan in 2020? India 
. Prime Minister Pravind Jugnauth has claimed victory in the recent elections held in which of the 

report by Freedom House, which country is the world’s 

(MSB) 
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best protector of internet freedom? Iceland

28. The Garden Reach Shipbuilders and Engineers (GPSE) 
to the Indian Coast Guard recently. GPSE is located 
29. The former President Lula da Silva walked free from jail after spending a year and a half behind bars
for corruption in which country recently?
30. The Sanskrit Bharati Vishwa Sammelan was held recently in which of the following cities?
4) New Delhi 

31. Which of the following states is on the top of the list (for states with population of over on
in the India Justice Report (IJR) 2019?
32. The Khadi and Village Industries Commission is a statutory body founded in 1956. The present
chairman of the KVIC is Vinai Kumar Saxena

33. The ICC Men's T20 World Cup will be held in which of the following countries from 18th October to
15th November in 2020? Australia 
34. The 10th Asian Conference on Emergency Medicine (ACEM) was held in which city in India
recently? New Delhi 

35. The 11th BRICS Summit will be hosted by which of the following cities? The theme of the 2019
Summit is “Economic Growth for an Innovative Future
36. A Guinness World Record of most students assembling radio kits simultaneously was created recently
during India International Science Festival (IISF) held in
37. Gulab Kothari was chosen for the Raja Ram Mohan Roy Award, presented by the Press Council of
India (PCI) recently. He is the present chairman of
38. The withdrawal of a coin, note, or precious metal from use as legal tender is called demonetisation.
Which of the following notes was/were demonetised on 8 Nov 2016?
39. Dimbeshwar Das won RBS Earth Heroes Award 2019 recently. He is a
(known for one-horn rhinos) located in the state
40. The bilateral naval exercise “Samudra Shakti
following countries in Bay of Bengal recently?
41. Sheikh Khalifa bin Zayed Al Nahyan was re
country recently? UAE 
42. Which country recently stepped up activity at its underground 
43. In an ambush on a convoy transporting employees of a Canadian mining company in Burkina Faso, 37
people were killed recently. The capital of Burkina Faso is
44. In a move to give impetus to the export of Khadi, the government has allocated a separate HS code for
Khadi fabric. Here, the term HS means
45. The first-ever tri-services amphibious exercise named 
and which country in Visakhapatnam and Kakinada?
46. Which of the following cyclonic storms orig
47. According to the India Justice Report (IJR) 2019, an initiative of Tata Trusts, the justice delivery
system in which state is the worst among the large states?
48. Which of the following Indian airlines recently signed a one
Airways for Delhi-Doha flights? IndiGo

49. The RBI’s working group set up to review the extant regulations on CICs has favoured restricting the
number of layers of such entities within a group to two by 2021. Here, the term CICs means
Core Investment Companies 

50. Finance Minister Nirmala Sitharaman recently announced to set up a fund to salvage stalled residential
projects in the country. The size of the fund will be
51. The parliamentary standing committee on information technology has decided to examine the
WhatsApp snooping case. The committ
52. The Defence Research & Development Organisation (DRDO) Igniter Complex was inaugurated
recently at High Energy Materials Research Laborato
53. ______ will provide a loan of $451mn to strengthen power connectivity between the southern and
northern parts of the Chennai-Kanyakumari Industrial Corridor (CKIC) in Tamil Nadu.
54. The naval exercise named “Cooperation Afloat Readiness and Training (CARAT
recently in Chattogram between Bangladesh and which country?
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Iceland 
. The Garden Reach Shipbuilders and Engineers (GPSE) delivered the fast patrol vessel 

to the Indian Coast Guard recently. GPSE is located in Kolkata 

. The former President Lula da Silva walked free from jail after spending a year and a half behind bars
for corruption in which country recently? Brazil 

. The Sanskrit Bharati Vishwa Sammelan was held recently in which of the following cities?

. Which of the following states is on the top of the list (for states with population of over on
in the India Justice Report (IJR) 2019? Maharashtra 

. The Khadi and Village Industries Commission is a statutory body founded in 1956. The present
Vinai Kumar Saxena 

. The ICC Men's T20 World Cup will be held in which of the following countries from 18th October to

. The 10th Asian Conference on Emergency Medicine (ACEM) was held in which city in India

. The 11th BRICS Summit will be hosted by which of the following cities? The theme of the 2019
Economic Growth for an Innovative Future”. Brasilia 

most students assembling radio kits simultaneously was created recently
during India International Science Festival (IISF) held in Kolkata 

. Gulab Kothari was chosen for the Raja Ram Mohan Roy Award, presented by the Press Council of
India (PCI) recently. He is the present chairman of Rajasthan Patrika group 

The withdrawal of a coin, note, or precious metal from use as legal tender is called demonetisation.
Which of the following notes was/were demonetised on 8 Nov 2016? Rs 500 Rs 1,000

won RBS Earth Heroes Award 2019 recently. He is a guard at Kaziranga forests 
horn rhinos) located in the state of Assam 

Samudra Shakti” was conducted between India and which of the
following countries in Bay of Bengal recently? Indonesia 

. Sheikh Khalifa bin Zayed Al Nahyan was re-elected as President for a fourth five

Which country recently stepped up activity at its underground “Fordow” nuclear p
. In an ambush on a convoy transporting employees of a Canadian mining company in Burkina Faso, 37

people were killed recently. The capital of Burkina Faso is Ouagadougou 

. In a move to give impetus to the export of Khadi, the government has allocated a separate HS code for
Khadi fabric. Here, the term HS means Harmonized System 

services amphibious exercise named “Tiger TRIUMP” will be held between India
and which country in Visakhapatnam and Kakinada? US 

. Which of the following cyclonic storms originated in Bay of Bengal recently? Bulbul

. According to the India Justice Report (IJR) 2019, an initiative of Tata Trusts, the justice delivery
ystem in which state is the worst among the large states? Uttar Pradesh 

. Which of the following Indian airlines recently signed a one-way codeshare agreement with Qatar
IndiGo 

s working group set up to review the extant regulations on CICs has favoured restricting the
number of layers of such entities within a group to two by 2021. Here, the term CICs means

. Finance Minister Nirmala Sitharaman recently announced to set up a fund to salvage stalled residential
in the country. The size of the fund will be Rs 25,000 cr 

. The parliamentary standing committee on information technology has decided to examine the
WhatsApp snooping case. The committee is headed by Shashi Tharoor 

. The Defence Research & Development Organisation (DRDO) Igniter Complex was inaugurated
recently at High Energy Materials Research Laboratory (HEMRL) situated in Pune

. ______ will provide a loan of $451mn to strengthen power connectivity between the southern and
Kanyakumari Industrial Corridor (CKIC) in Tamil Nadu.
Cooperation Afloat Readiness and Training (CARAT

ngladesh and which country? US 
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delivered the fast patrol vessel ‘Annie Besant’ 

. The former President Lula da Silva walked free from jail after spending a year and a half behind bars 

. The Sanskrit Bharati Vishwa Sammelan was held recently in which of the following cities? 

. Which of the following states is on the top of the list (for states with population of over one crore each) 

. The Khadi and Village Industries Commission is a statutory body founded in 1956. The present 

. The ICC Men's T20 World Cup will be held in which of the following countries from 18th October to 

. The 10th Asian Conference on Emergency Medicine (ACEM) was held in which city in India 

. The 11th BRICS Summit will be hosted by which of the following cities? The theme of the 2019 

most students assembling radio kits simultaneously was created recently 

. Gulab Kothari was chosen for the Raja Ram Mohan Roy Award, presented by the Press Council of 

The withdrawal of a coin, note, or precious metal from use as legal tender is called demonetisation. 
Rs 1,000 

guard at Kaziranga forests 

was conducted between India and which of the 

elected as President for a fourth five-year term in which 

nuclear plant? Iran 
. In an ambush on a convoy transporting employees of a Canadian mining company in Burkina Faso, 37 

. In a move to give impetus to the export of Khadi, the government has allocated a separate HS code for 

will be held between India 

Bulbul 
. According to the India Justice Report (IJR) 2019, an initiative of Tata Trusts, the justice delivery 

way codeshare agreement with Qatar 

s working group set up to review the extant regulations on CICs has favoured restricting the 

number of layers of such entities within a group to two by 2021. Here, the term CICs means 

. Finance Minister Nirmala Sitharaman recently announced to set up a fund to salvage stalled residential 

. The parliamentary standing committee on information technology has decided to examine the 

. The Defence Research & Development Organisation (DRDO) Igniter Complex was inaugurated 
Pune 

. ______ will provide a loan of $451mn to strengthen power connectivity between the southern and 
Kanyakumari Industrial Corridor (CKIC) in Tamil Nadu. ADB 
Cooperation Afloat Readiness and Training (CARAT)-2019” was held 
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55. The 6th Parliamentary Speakers’ Summit of G20 Countries was held in which of the following cities
recently? Tokyo 
56. Lonar Lake, also known as Lonar crater, is a notified National Geo
Buldhana district of which state? Maharashtra

57. Who among the following has been appointed as the new chairman of the Land Ports Authority of
India (LPAI)? Aditya Mishra 
58. Manu Bhaker claimed a gold medal in the 14th Asian Championshi
associated with which game? Shooting

59. India and Uzbekistan signed three MoUs in the fields of military
Defence Minister Rajnath Singh’s recent visit. The capital of Uzbekistan is
60. The biennial Commonwealth Law Ministers
the conference was ‘Equal Access to 
61. By 2024, the World Health Organisation (WHO) will identify which of the following habits as an
addictive disorder? This habit causes financial stress to millions each year.
62. The RBI has issued compensation guidelines for whole
banks. Now, if the variable pay is up to 200 per cent of the fixed pay, at least _______ of it should be in
non-cash.  50 percent 

63. A state of the art museum, exhibiting more th
Sivaganga district, will soon come up in which state?
64. PS Sreedharan Pillai assumed the office of Governor of which of the fo
Mizoram 

65. Which of the following teams won the Deodhar Trophy 2019 cricket tournament recently?
66. A strong earthquake shook Chile recently, rattling buildings and rendering lives scattered. The capital
of Chile is Santiago 
67. The Indian Council of Agricultural Research (ICAR) is an autonomous body responsible for 
coordinatingagricultural education and research in India. The present Director General of ICAR is
 Trilochan Mohapatra 
68. Who among the following is the Agriculture Minister in the present Union Cabinet? He released the
fifth edition of Wastelands Atlas – 2019 recently.
69. Union Minister of Environment, Forest & Climate Change and Information & Broadcasting Prakash
Javadekar visited which city recently to attend the 15th meeting of the Governing Council of South Asia
Co-operative Environment Programme (SACEP)?
70. The Services Purchasing Managers' Index (PMI) contracted for second straight month in October and
remained at  49.2 

71. Which of the following countries won the Rugby World Cup 2019 held in Japan recently?
 South Africa 
72. India's Lakshya Sen won the SaarLorLux Open tournament in Germany recently. He is associated with
which of the following games? Badminton

73. In which country, the cleric-cum-politician Maulana Fazlur Rehman recently threatened to lockdown
the entire country in a bid to force Prime Minister to resign?
74. Which of the following is the host city for the fifth India International Science Festival (IISF)?
 Kolkata 

75. The Crown Prince Mohammed bin Salman cleared the initial public offering (IPO) of state oil giant
Aramco in which country recently? Saudi Arabia

76. Which of the following extremely severe cyclones was reported by the India Meteorological
Department (IMD) to hit Gujarat? Maha

77. Vice-President M Venkaiah Naidu unveiled the 'Red Atlas Action Plan Map' prepared by the Ministry
of Earth Sciences for the flood mitigation in the city of
78. Union Minister of State for AYUSH Shripad Yesso Naik inaugurated the National Research Institute
of Unani Medicine for Skin Disorders (NRIUMSD) in which city recently?
79. Who among the following won the 2019 JCB prize for Literature for the novel titled 
 Madhuri Vijay 

80. Prime Minister Narendra Modi visited which city recently to attend t
Nations (ASEAN)-India, East Asia and Regional Comprehensive Economic Partnership (RCEP) summits?
 Bangkok 
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Summit of G20 Countries was held in which of the following cities

. Lonar Lake, also known as Lonar crater, is a notified National Geo-heritage Monument situated in
Maharashtra 

. Who among the following has been appointed as the new chairman of the Land Ports Authority of

. Manu Bhaker claimed a gold medal in the 14th Asian Championship in Doha recently. She is
Shooting 

India and Uzbekistan signed three MoUs in the fields of military medicine and military education during
recent visit. The capital of Uzbekistan is Tashkent

The biennial Commonwealth Law Ministers’ Conference was held recently in whi
 Justice and the Rule of Law’ Colombo 

. By 2024, the World Health Organisation (WHO) will identify which of the following habits as an
addictive disorder? This habit causes financial stress to millions each year. Online shopping

. The RBI has issued compensation guidelines for whole-time directors and CEOs of fo
banks. Now, if the variable pay is up to 200 per cent of the fixed pay, at least _______ of it should be in

. A state of the art museum, exhibiting more than 600 artifacts unearthed at the historic Keeladi site in
Sivaganga district, will soon come up in which state?  Tamil Nadu 

. PS Sreedharan Pillai assumed the office of Governor of which of the following states recently?

. Which of the following teams won the Deodhar Trophy 2019 cricket tournament recently?

. A strong earthquake shook Chile recently, rattling buildings and rendering lives scattered. The capital

Agricultural Research (ICAR) is an autonomous body responsible for 
agricultural education and research in India. The present Director General of ICAR is

. Who among the following is the Agriculture Minister in the present Union Cabinet? He released the
2019 recently. Narendra Singh Tomar 

. Union Minister of Environment, Forest & Climate Change and Information & Broadcasting Prakash
Javadekar visited which city recently to attend the 15th meeting of the Governing Council of South Asia

amme (SACEP)? Dhaka 
. The Services Purchasing Managers' Index (PMI) contracted for second straight month in October and

es won the Rugby World Cup 2019 held in Japan recently?

ia's Lakshya Sen won the SaarLorLux Open tournament in Germany recently. He is associated with
Badminton 

politician Maulana Fazlur Rehman recently threatened to lockdown
the entire country in a bid to force Prime Minister to resign? Pakistan 

the host city for the fifth India International Science Festival (IISF)?

. The Crown Prince Mohammed bin Salman cleared the initial public offering (IPO) of state oil giant
Saudi Arabia 

. Which of the following extremely severe cyclones was reported by the India Meteorological
Maha 

President M Venkaiah Naidu unveiled the 'Red Atlas Action Plan Map' prepared by the Ministry
of Earth Sciences for the flood mitigation in the city of Chennai 

. Union Minister of State for AYUSH Shripad Yesso Naik inaugurated the National Research Institute
of Unani Medicine for Skin Disorders (NRIUMSD) in which city recently? Hyderabad

ho among the following won the 2019 JCB prize for Literature for the novel titled 

. Prime Minister Narendra Modi visited which city recently to attend the Association of Southeast Asian
India, East Asia and Regional Comprehensive Economic Partnership (RCEP) summits?
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Summit of G20 Countries was held in which of the following cities 

heritage Monument situated in 

. Who among the following has been appointed as the new chairman of the Land Ports Authority of 

p in Doha recently. She is 

e and military education during 
Tashkent 

recently in which city? The theme of 

. By 2024, the World Health Organisation (WHO) will identify which of the following habits as an 
Online shopping 

time directors and CEOs of foreign and private 
banks. Now, if the variable pay is up to 200 per cent of the fixed pay, at least _______ of it should be in 

an 600 artifacts unearthed at the historic Keeladi site in 

llowing states recently? 

. Which of the following teams won the Deodhar Trophy 2019 cricket tournament recently? India B 

. A strong earthquake shook Chile recently, rattling buildings and rendering lives scattered. The capital 

Agricultural Research (ICAR) is an autonomous body responsible for 
agricultural education and research in India. The present Director General of ICAR is 

. Who among the following is the Agriculture Minister in the present Union Cabinet? He released the 

. Union Minister of Environment, Forest & Climate Change and Information & Broadcasting Prakash 
Javadekar visited which city recently to attend the 15th meeting of the Governing Council of South Asia 

. The Services Purchasing Managers' Index (PMI) contracted for second straight month in October and 

es won the Rugby World Cup 2019 held in Japan recently? 

ia's Lakshya Sen won the SaarLorLux Open tournament in Germany recently. He is associated with 

politician Maulana Fazlur Rehman recently threatened to lockdown 

the host city for the fifth India International Science Festival (IISF)? 

. The Crown Prince Mohammed bin Salman cleared the initial public offering (IPO) of state oil giant 

. Which of the following extremely severe cyclones was reported by the India Meteorological 

President M Venkaiah Naidu unveiled the 'Red Atlas Action Plan Map' prepared by the Ministry 

. Union Minister of State for AYUSH Shripad Yesso Naik inaugurated the National Research Institute 
Hyderabad 

ho among the following won the 2019 JCB prize for Literature for the novel titled The Far Field? 

he Association of Southeast Asian 
India, East Asia and Regional Comprehensive Economic Partnership (RCEP) summits? 
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81. India signed an agreement with which country recently to launch 
Modi visited the country recently. Saudi Arabia

82. Which private sector bank is likely to appoint Sumant Kathpalia as its new Managing Director and
CEO? Bank’s current MD and CEO Ro
83. Which of the following IITs is going to set up a space technology cell in collaboration with the Indian
Space Research Organization (ISRO)?
84. The OCIs will now be eligible to apply for the National Pension System (NPS) at par with Non
Resident Indians (NRIs). Here, the term OCI means
85. Which of the following cities will host the UN Climate Change Conference (COP 25) from 2 to 13
December? Earlier Chile stepped down as host for the event.
86. Vice President M Venkaiah Naidu inaugurated the 21st North East Book Fair in which city recently?
 Guwahati 
87. The UNESCO has designated which of the following Indian cities as a member of UNESCO Creat
Cities Network (UCCN) in the field of FILM?
88. Who among the following will receive the Special Icon award at the Golden Jubilee edition of the
International Film Festival of India (IFFI) in Go
89. Defence Minister Rajnath Singh addressed the recent Shanghai
meeting held in Tashkent? Tashkent is the capital city of
90. Chief Minister Neiphiu Rio launched an 
belonging to certain categories. Rio is the present Chief Minister of
91. Which country recently pledged to invest 1 bn euros over the next five
urban mobility in India? Germany 
92. The Goods and services tax (GST) collection in the month of October was
93. The government has ordered an SFIO probe into alleged financial irregularities at mortgage lender
Dewan Housing Finance Ltd (DHFL). Here, the term SFIO means
94. The RBI has refused to relent on its guidelines requiring chief executives of private banks to
mandatorily retire at the age of 70. Due to this Aditya Puri will have to step d
CEO of which bank next year? HDFC Bank

95. The 5th International Conference 
cities? New Delhi 
96. Who is the Minister for Environment and Climate Change in the present Union Govt? He has said that
all the 5 lakh govt vehicles will be converted into e
97. India is set to conduct its first-ever military exercise named DUSTLIK
following countries? Uzbekistan 
98. The Archaeological Survey of India (ASI) has unearthed a trade centre of early historic period in
Gottiprolu which is situated in the state of
99. The Govt has approved the proposal of setting
of Himalayan Environment & Development at which of the following cities?
100. The 28th Vyas Samman for the year 2018 was conferred on who among the following recently? He
was chosen for the award for his poetry collection 

More Updated M
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. India signed an agreement with which country recently to launch the RuPay card there? PM Narendra
Saudi Arabia 

. Which private sector bank is likely to appoint Sumant Kathpalia as its new Managing Director and
s current MD and CEO Romesh Sobti retires in March 2020. IndusInd Bank

. Which of the following IITs is going to set up a space technology cell in collaboration with the Indian
(ISRO)? Indian Institute of Technology, Delhi 

. The OCIs will now be eligible to apply for the National Pension System (NPS) at par with Non
Resident Indians (NRIs). Here, the term OCI means Overseas Citizens of India 

. Which of the following cities will host the UN Climate Change Conference (COP 25) from 2 to 13
December? Earlier Chile stepped down as host for the event. Madrid 

. Vice President M Venkaiah Naidu inaugurated the 21st North East Book Fair in which city recently?

. The UNESCO has designated which of the following Indian cities as a member of UNESCO Creat
Cities Network (UCCN) in the field of FILM? Mumbai 

. Who among the following will receive the Special Icon award at the Golden Jubilee edition of the
International Film Festival of India (IFFI) in Goa? Rajinikanth 

. Defence Minister Rajnath Singh addressed the recent Shanghai Cooperation Organization (SCO) Summit 
Tashkent is the capital city of Uzbekistan 
Rio launched an ‘Ex-gratia Scheme for Students’ studying outside the state and 

is the present Chief Minister of Nagaland 

. Which country recently pledged to invest 1 bn euros over the next five years on environmentally

. The Goods and services tax (GST) collection in the month of October was Rs 95,380 crore

. The government has ordered an SFIO probe into alleged financial irregularities at mortgage lender
Dewan Housing Finance Ltd (DHFL). Here, the term SFIO means Serious Fraud Inv

. The RBI has refused to relent on its guidelines requiring chief executives of private banks to
mandatorily retire at the age of 70. Due to this Aditya Puri will have to step down as managing director and

HDFC Bank 

. The 5th International Conference - ROADTECH 2019 - was held recently in which of the following

. Who is the Minister for Environment and Climate Change in the present Union Govt? He has said that
all the 5 lakh govt vehicles will be converted into e-vehicle in a phased manner. Prakash Javadekar

ever military exercise named DUSTLIK-2019 with which of the

. The Archaeological Survey of India (ASI) has unearthed a trade centre of early historic period in
Gottiprolu which is situated in the state of Andhra Pradesh 

. The Govt has approved the proposal of setting-up of a New Regional Centre of the GB Pant Institute
of Himalayan Environment & Development at which of the following cities? Ladakh

. The 28th Vyas Samman for the year 2018 was conferred on who among the following recently? He
was chosen for the award for his poetry collection Jitne Log Utne Prem. Leeladhar Jagoori
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the RuPay card there? PM Narendra 

. Which private sector bank is likely to appoint Sumant Kathpalia as its new Managing Director and 
IndusInd Bank 

. Which of the following IITs is going to set up a space technology cell in collaboration with the Indian 

. The OCIs will now be eligible to apply for the National Pension System (NPS) at par with Non 

. Which of the following cities will host the UN Climate Change Conference (COP 25) from 2 to 13 

. Vice President M Venkaiah Naidu inaugurated the 21st North East Book Fair in which city recently? 

. The UNESCO has designated which of the following Indian cities as a member of UNESCO Creative 

. Who among the following will receive the Special Icon award at the Golden Jubilee edition of the 

Cooperation Organization (SCO) Summit 

studying outside the state and 

years on environmentally-friendly 

Rs 95,380 crore 
. The government has ordered an SFIO probe into alleged financial irregularities at mortgage lender 

Serious Fraud Investigation Office 
. The RBI has refused to relent on its guidelines requiring chief executives of private banks to 

own as managing director and 

was held recently in which of the following 

. Who is the Minister for Environment and Climate Change in the present Union Govt? He has said that 
Prakash Javadekar 

2019 with which of the 

. The Archaeological Survey of India (ASI) has unearthed a trade centre of early historic period in 

up of a New Regional Centre of the GB Pant Institute 
Ladakh 

. The 28th Vyas Samman for the year 2018 was conferred on who among the following recently? He 
Leeladhar Jagoori 


